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Abstract
The anomaly detection in social media using data mining concept is an evergreen topic in present situation due to the hacking of user
information from various hand held devices. These anomaly activities are also known as malicious activities which are spread over the
social media through different social media tools. These creates false information in among the various age groups and its threatens the
media in all over world. This paper takes a detailed survey on Detecting anomalous behavior of user in online Social networks using data
mining techniques.
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INTRODUCTION
The anomaly detection in social media using data mining concept
is an evergreen topic in present situation due to the hacking of
user information from various hand held devices. These anomaly
activities are also known as malicious activities which are spread
over the social media through different social media tools. These
creates false information in among the various age groups and its
threatens the media in all over world. These malicious patterns
or activities should be detected for improving the entire network
strategies in social media. These also create mal functions in
various routine activities based on the entire learning platform
as illustrated in Meier et al. (2017). These will be eliminated
using various data mining approaches in present form as
depicted in Sirivianos et al. 2014.

especially for large datasets that cannot be handled by traditional
methods.
SURVEY ON ANOMALOUS BEHAVIOR OF USER IN ONLINE
SOCIAL NETWORKS
Qi et al. (2010) proposed Group Anomaly Detection (GAD)
methods for detecting the anomaly behavior of the users in social
networks. The authors used inference and learning algorithms
for predicting the misbehavior users in social media. The pair
wise and point wise algorithms were used in this paper for
determining the anomalous behaviors and activities of the users
in social network system. The standard model was developed by
analyzing various attributes in social media using data mining
techniques. The authors checked their dataset in both real time
data set and synthetic dataset. Figure 2 shows the Group
Anomaly Detection model for determining the unusual activities
or behaviors of users in social networks.

Figure 1: Anomaly Detection Model
Figure 1 shows the anomaly detection model. Recently there has
been a rapid increase in interest regarding social network
analysis in the data mining community. The basic motivation is
the demand to exploit knowledge from large amounts of data
collected, pertaining to social behavior of users in online
environments (Soliman et al. 2016). This structured learning
platform will effectively improves the learning behavior of the
modern media in social networks. This will improve the
reliability among the certain area of the networks using various
data mining techniques. Data mining based techniques are
proving to be useful for analysis of social network data,
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Figure 2: Group Anomaly Detection Model
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Srivastava et al. (2008) developed a linear regression model or
algorithm for analyzing the behavior or performance of users in
social networks. The authors used various data mining
techniques for retrieving the particular data from the set of
available data from the mined data set. The authors applied viral
marketing technique on the collected information’s for selecting
the best data from the available set of data.
Muhammad Al-Qurishi et al. (2018) developed a methodology or
framework for identifying the malicious activities of every user
in social media like face book and twitter. The authors used
prediction mathematical model for analyzing the behavior or
performance of every user in social media for detecting these
kinds of certain behavior activities. The proposed framework
consists of the following modules as stated below.
•
Social service manager
•
Data acquisition layer
•
Storage management layer
•
Analysis representation layer
The social service manager received requests from various nodes
as desktop computers, laptops or mobile devices. All these
requests were collected and maintained by the data acquisition
layer, which was the second layer of the proposed method. The
sensed and measured data were collected and stored in storage
management layer which was the next to the data acquisition
layer. The final required output was produced in analysis
representation layer which was the final layer of the proposed
method. The author used Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
method for selecting the best patterns in the collected
information.
Figure 3 shows the proposed social behavior analysis method
using data mining techniques.

•

Determine the warning messages of each user which
were received during their content analysis in social
networks.
•
Confirm the additional information requests for each
and every user in social activities.
•
Take the required action on each user request.
Figure 4 shows the context analysis of each and every user in
social models.

Figure 4: Context Analysis
Laleh et al. (2018) analyzed the Anomalous Behaviors of every
user in social media or networks in order to improve the user
security in social Medias. The proposed method has risk
assessment phase and group identification phase. In case of risk
assessment phase, user behavior diverges were analyzed which
classified each user activities as either normal or abnormal. The
normal behavior and abnormal behavior were addressed in this
phase for determining the performance of the users in social
networks. The number of friends, activity level and percentage of
public profile of each user were analyzed in this work through
this phase. Probabilistic-based clustering was used in this work
for determining the abnormal activities of every user in social
media networks.Figure 5 shows the Assessment phases in social
media.

Figure 3: Proposed Social Behavior Analysis Method
Lin et al. (2012) used different patterns for receiving the user
requests from various nodes in social media networks. The
different social media were connected by different social
networks which were further maintained by unique node
architecture. The authors analyzed the performance of every
user in social networks using different data mining techniques.
Tyshchuk et al. (2018) predicted the behavior of the users in
social media with respect to different contributions in various
social media activities.
The following procedures were used for observing the behavior
of each user in social network models.
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Figure 5: Assessment Phases in Social Media
Srishty Jindala et al. (2018) predicted various social media feeds
for analyzing the behavior of users in social media networks.
Iterative Clustering algorithm was used in this work for
determining the behavior of each user in social networks.
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Figure 6: Comparison of Data Mining Techniques
The decision tree and Naive Bayesian techniques are data mining
techniques that are compared in figure 6. Therefore, the decision
tree algorithm is much better than naive Bayesian. This study
has conducted a comparison between two classification
algorithms namely; Decision Tree C4.5 and Naïve Bayesian on
Squid, using Orange tool. The presented study illustrated that
Decision Tree algorithms had 97% accuracy, 97% precision
and 97% recall. On the other hand, Naïve Bayesian indicated
43% accuracy, 30% precision and 42% recall. By comparing
the
three
evaluateparametersforthetwoalgorithmsitisconcludedthatDec
isionTreehashighestperformance than Naïve Bayesian over
the dataset using manual and automatic folding to adjust the
required bandwidth inside the network.
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CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, various conventional methods for analyzing the
anomaly behavior of the users in social media networks were
analyzed. The pair wise and point wise algorithms were analyzed
in this paper for determining the anomalous behaviors and
activities of the users in social network system. The standard
model was developed by analyzing various attributes in social
media using data mining techniques.
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